Correlation of Intraluminal Thrombus Deposition, Biomechanics, and Hemodynamics with Surface Growth and Rupture in Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm-Application in a Clinical Paradigm.
The natural history of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) can be investigated through longitudinal evaluation of localized aneurysm characteristics exploiting clinical images. The major challenge is to identify corresponding regions between follow-ups. We have recently developed an algorithm (VascForm) based on nonrigid registration that can obtain surface correspondence and quantify surface growth distribution. A ruptured AAA with an initial computed tomography scan 2 years ago was studied. Following 3-dimensional reconstruction of outer wall and luminal surfaces, the wall/thrombus thickness was obtained. Wall stress distribution was computed with finite element analysis, and computational fluid dynamics simulation was performed. VascForm was applied and allowed for the ruptured wall site to be traced back to the initial wall surface and be correlated with local initial intraluminal thrombus thickness, wall stress, and hemodynamic parameters. It also allowed for the quantification of wall surface growth based on surface element growth. Rupture occurred at the posterolateral side. Initial wall surface growth was in most regions 40%. However, a large section of the posterior wall presented 110% growth. Initial thrombus deposition was more prevalent anteriorly, and a posterior thrombus-free isle was present. Peak wall stress (initial and follow-up) occurred at AAA neck. Nonrigid registration revealed that rupture originated from the vicinity of the initial thrombus-free isle. Furthermore, rupture occurred at the wall region with the largest growth (110%). No clear correlation between hemodynamics and rupture site could be identified. High local surface growth correlates with rupture site and could therefore potentially become a marker of rupture risk. The ongoing application of this methodology to a large cohort of AAA patients will focus on identifying characteristic features of AAA regions that present high surface growth in follow-up evaluations, to assist in improved rupture risk estimation.